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ON THE CONFORMAL THEORY OF ICHIJYO MANIFOLDS 
SZ. SZAKAL 
ABSTRACT. First, we introduce the concept of Ichijyd manifolds: these are Finsler 
manifolds endowed with an Ichijyd connection. (An Ichijyo connection is a special 
type of "horizontally basic" or "linear" Finsler connections, first described axiomati-
cally in [8].) Second, we show that in the context of Ichijyo manifolds a quite natural 
and efficient concept of conformal equivalence is available, under which the curvature 
becomes invariant. Generalized Berwald manifolds and, in particular, Wagner mani-
folds can be interpreted as special Ichijyo manifolds. Finally, to demonstrate the power 
of the theory developed in [8], [9] and this paper, we present new intrinsic proofs for 
Hashiguchi-Ichijyd theorems concerning the conformal change of Finsler (and special 
Finsler) metrics. 
1. Introduction. In our earlier works [8], [9] we found that the so-called Ichijyo 
connections play a distinguished role in the calculus of a large class of special Finsler 
manifolds. In this note we present a "reasonable" concept of the conformal equiva-
lence of Finsler manifolds endowed with an Ichijyo connection. These Finsler man-
ifolds will be mentioned as Ichijyd manifolds in the sequel. We show that the cur-
vature tensor of an Ichijyo manifold remains invariant under conformal changes. 
This nice behaviour seems to be by itself a convincing argument for the new con-
cept. However, the most telling argument is the surprisingly simple and transparent 
description of the change of a generalized Berwald structure presented in the last 
section. Here we obtain as an easy corollary that the class of generalized Berwald 
manifolds (with common carrier manifold) is closed under the conformal changes of 
the structure. This implies immediately a celebrated result of M. Hashiguchi and Y. 
Ichijyo (Corollary 3). (For another coordinate-free deduction of this nice theorem 
we refer to [12].) 
In Sections 2-4 the most necessary preparations are summarized. (A detailed 
background and supplementary material can be found in our works [8],[9]; see also 
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[10] and [11].) Section 5 is devoted to a concise description of the conformal equiv-
alence of Ichijyo manifolds. Finally, in Section 6 some characteristic applications to 
special Finsler manifolds are presented. 
2. Generalities. 
(a) In what follows M will denote a 2nd countable, connected, smooth manifold 
of dimension n _ 2. C°°(M) is the ring of smooth functions on M, X(M) is the 
C°°(M)-module of the (smooth) vector fields on M, X*(M) is the dual of X(M). 
Ti(M) denotes the module of (1,1) tensor fields (or vector 1-forms) on M. 
(b) ( T M , T T , M ) is the tangent bundle of M, TM := TM \ {0}. The vertical lift 
of a function / € C°°(M) into TM is fv := / o n, the complete lift of / is the 
function fc defined by v € TM •-> fc(v) := (d/)7r(v)(u). The vertical lift X
v and the 
complete lift Xc of a vector field X E X(M) are determined by Xv/C := (Xf)v and 
Xcfc = (Xf)c (f G C°°(M)) respectively. 
The vertical endomorphism J £ Ti(TM) can be given by the rules J(XV) := 
0, J(XC) := Xv (X e X(M)). A vector field Z 6 X(TM) is vertical if JZ = 
0; the submodule of vertical vector fields is denoted by jCv(TM). There exists a 
distinguished vertical vector field on TM, the Liouville vector field C, determined 
uniquely by C / c = fc (f € C°°(M)). 
o 
(c) A vector 1-form h £ T^(TM), continuous on TM, smooth on TM, is said to 
be a horizontal endomorphism on M if Kerft = XV(TM) and h2 = h. Xh(TM) := 
Imh is the module of horizontal vector fields] then X(TM) = XV(TM) 0 Xh(TM). 
Xh := hXc is the horizontal lift of X G X(M); the (1,1) tensor F e T?(TM) 
determined by FXV = Xh, FXh = —Xv is the almost complex structure induced 
by h. The vector forms 
(la-c) t:=[J,h], H:=[h,C], Sl:=-\[h,h] 
([ , ] is the Frolicher-Nijenhuis bracket) are the torsion vector 2-form, the tension 1-
form and the curvature vector 2-form of h, respectively. A horizontal endomorphism 
is said to be homogeneous if its tension vanishes. 
(d) Suppose that S : TM -> TTM is a C1 vector field which is smooth on TM. 
S is called a semispray on M if it satisfies the condition JS = C. A semispray is 
said to be a spray if it is homogeneous of degree 2 in the sense that [C, S] = S. If 5 
is semispray on the manifold M, then for any vector field X on M we have 
(2) J[X\S] = XV; 
this useful observation is an immediate consequence of Prop. 1.7. of [1]. 
Lemma 1. Let h and h be homogeneous horizontal endomorphisms on the manifold 
M. Assume that 
(3) [Xh,Yv] = [Xh,Yv] 
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for any vector fields X, Y on M. Then h = h. 
Proof. The difference Xh — Xh is clearly vertical for all vector fields X € X(M). 
By condition (3) this vertical vector field commutes with any vertically lifted vector 
field. Hence, in view of Lemma 1.16 of [11], Xh — Xh is also a vertical lift. This 
implies immediately that [J,Xh — Xh] = 0, so for any semispray S we have 
0 = [J,Xh - Xh]S = [JS,Xh - Xh] - J[S,Xh - Xh] 
(=} Xh - Xh + [C,Xh] - [C,Xh] =Xh-Xh, 
since h and h are homogeneous. • 
(e) Recall that any linear connection V on M gives rise naturally to a horizontal 
endomorphism hy; the data corresponding to (la-c) will be denoted by £y, Hv and 
fly, respectively. From V a spray Sy can also be canonically derived. 
3. Finsler manifolds, (a) A function E : TM —•> R is said to be an energy 
o 
function on TM, if it is smooth over TM; for any vector v G TM, E(v) = 0; 
E(v) = 0 <=-=> v = 0; CE = 2E (i.e., E is homogeneous of degree 2), and the 
2-form LJ := d(dE o J) is symplectic. A pair (M,E) is a Finsler manifold, if E 
is an energy function on TM. The mapping g given by g(JX, JY) := u:(JX,Y) 
(X,Y e X(TM) is a well-defined, nondegenerate C°°(TM)-bilinear form, called the 
vertical metric of the Finsler manifold. The covariant first Cartan tensor C\, of 
(M, E) can be given by the requirements 
J 2Cb(X
c,Yc,Zc) :=XV[YV(ZVE)]; X,Y,ZeX(M); 
\ C\,(- ,-,-):= 0, if one of the arguments is vertical. • 
Then the vector-valued first Cartan tensor C is determined by the conditions 
J o C = 0 and g(C(Xc, Yc), Zv) = Cb(X
c, Yc, Zc). 
(b) Two Finsler manifolds (M, E) and (M, E) are said to be conformally equi-
valent, if their energy functions are related by E = <pE, where (p 6 C°°(TM) is a 
positive function. It is well-known that in this case ip is a vertical lift (Knebelman's 
observation), so it can be written in the form expocrv, a G C°°(M). 
Lemma 2. The vector-valued first Cartan tensor is conformally invariant. 
A standard proof of this fact can be found in [2]; for a coordinate-free reasoning 
we refer to [10]. D 
4. Ichijyo connections ([8]). Let (M,E) be a Finsler manifold. Suppose that V 
is a linear connection on M and consider the horizontal endomorphism liy. Let g 
be the prolongation of the vertical metric to X(TM) along hy. 
(a) There exists a unique linear connection D on TM satisfying the following 
conditions: 
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(I) Dhv = 0, DFv = 0 (i.e., the pair (D,/iv) is a Finsler connection). 
(II) D is v-metrical, i.e., DVvg = 0 (uv := 1 — hv)-
(III) If T is the torsion of D, then the so-called (v)v-torsion Sl given by 
SX{X,Y) := vvT(JX, JY) (XyY G X(TM)) vanishes. 
(IV) If DXY := DhvXY + J[vvX,FvY] + hv[vvX,Y] (X,Y G X(TM)), then 
the so-called mixed curvature (see below) of D vanishes. 
(V) For any vector field X G X(TM) we have DhvXC = 0. 
Then the pair (D,/iv) is called the Ichijyo connection induced by V. The triplet 
(M, E, V) is said to be an Ichijyo manifold if (M, E) is a Finsler manifold endowed 
with the Ichijyo connection (D,/iv)-
(b) From axioms (I)-(V) the following rules of calculation for the covariant deriva-
tives with respect to D can be deduced: for any vector fields XyY G X(TM), 
DJXJY = J[JX,Y)+C(X,Y), 
DJXhvY = hv\JX, Y\ + FvC(X, Y), 
DhvXJY = w[hvX,JY\, 
DhvXhvY = hvFv[hvX,JY\ 
(c) Suppose that (M, E, V) is an Ichijyo manifold. Let us denote by K and T the 
curvature and the torsion of D, respectively. Then K can be decomposed into three 
partial curvatures and T can be decomposed into five partial torsions as follows: 
Partial curvature (X,Y,Z ЄX(TM) 
horizontal ЩX,Y)Z := ҖhvX,hvY)JZ 
= [J,ӣv(X,Y))hvZ + C(Fӣv(X,Y),Z) 
mixed V(X,Y)Z := ҖҺVX,JY)JZ = (DhvXC)(hvY,hvZ) 
vertical Q(X,Y)Z:=ҖJX,JY)JZ 
= C(FC(X, Z), Y) - C(X, FC(Y, Z)) 
Partial torsion (X,YєX(M) 
/г-horizontal A(XҺ*,YҺ*) := ҺVT(X
Һ*,YҺ") = (TV(X,Y))
Һ* 
/г-mixed ß^лvyftv) := hvT(X
h" ,YV) = -FvC(Xh* ,YҺ*) 
v-horizontal ni(Xftvtyftv) : = VvҖX
h",YҺ*) = ӣv(Xh*,Yh*) 
t>-mixed •pi(Xhт,Yv):=wT(Xh*,Yv) = 0 
r-vertical 5ҶJУV,УV) := wT(Xv,Yv) = 0 
(F G TX(TM) is an arbitrary almost complex structure). 
Remark. The Finsler connection described by axioms (I)-(V) in [8], first appeared 
in Y. Ichijyo's excellent papers [5], [6], given explicitly by means of classical tensor 
calculus. 
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5. Conformal equivalence of Ichijyo manifolds. Two Ichijyo manifolds (M, E, V) 
and (M, E> V) are said to be conformally equivalent if 
(i) (M, E) and (M, E) are conformally equivalent Finsler manifolds, i. e. 
E=(expoav)E, a G C°°(M); 
(ii) V = V + l-dv ® id. 
Proposition 1. We have the following relations: 
(4) hv=hv--d(j
y ®C; 
(5) DjXJY = DJXJY, 
(6) Dfc-xJr = DhvXJY - ^ < T
V ( X ) [ C , JY) (X,Y e X(TM)); 
(7) tv = tv + ±(d<r
coJ)Aj] 
(8) *-=- = * v + - (<7
C J - (dac o J ) ® C) 
o 
(£ = ist, S € X(TM) is an arbitrary semispray)] 
(9a-b) HV = HV = 0, % = fiv ; 
(10) Sy = 5v — «C7"CC? and s o -Sy and 5v are protectively equivalent. 
Proof, (a) It can be seen immediately that /iv — r ^ v ® C is indeed a horizontal 
endomorphism, smooth on the whole tangent manifold TM. Since 
[fcv _ Ij^v ® c, C] = [ftv, C] - i[da
v ®C,C) = he,doy ® C] 
(2i)=f [9] l /£ c c / ( 7v ® C + [C,C] ® d(7
V) = 0 , 
ftv — « ^ v ® C is homogeneous. Now we check that it coincides with the horizontal 
endomorphism h-=j. For any vector fields X, Y on M we have on the one hand 
[Xh*,Yv\ = (VXY)
V = (VXY)
V + ±(da(X)Y)v = [Xh«,YV\ + ^(^<r)vYv ; 
on the other hand 
\Xhv - \dav(Xc)C,Yv\ = [Xh",Yv\ - \[(Xa)vC,Yv\ 
—> ._ 
= [Xh*,Yv\ - ^(Xa)v[C,Yv\ + ^Yv(Xa)vC = [Xh*,YV\ + \(Xa)vYv , 
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therefore [XV, Yy] = [Xh* - \day(Xc)C, Yy]. This implies by Lemma 1 the desired 
relation (4). 
(b) Let X and Y be arbitrary vector fields on M. Taking into account the rules 
for calculation described in 4/(b), we obtain: 
DX*Y
y = C(XC,Yc) L e m m a 2C(XC ,Y c ) = Dx*Y
y 
whence (5) ; 
= (VvYV = (X7vVV 4-Dx^Y
v  ( x Y )
v  ( V x Y )
v + \(da(X)Y)v = DX^Y
V + \dav(Xc)Yv , 
and so for any function / G C°°(TM), 
Dx„wfY
v - Dx^fY
v = ( ( X V _ Xh-)f)Yv + f(Dx^Y
v - DX„VY
V) 
= ((Xh* - Xh*)f)Yv + \fdav(Xc)Yv -V -\(dav(Xc)C)fYv + \dav(Xc)fYv 
= -±dav(Xc)((Cf)Yv-fYv) = -i<f<7v(Xc)[C/Yv] , 
whence (6). 
(c) 
% (:=V, hw] ^ [J, /iv - \da
v ®C]=tv- i[J, <.>
c ® C] 
( 2 2 ) = [9] <v - ^(djdja
0 ® C - <lc.>c ®JC- djac A [J, C]) 
= <v + -;(<J>C A J ) > 
whence (7). 
(d) The verification of (8) is also an easy calculation. If S : TM —>• TTM is a 
semispray and X is a vector field on M, then 
tv(Xc) := %(5,XC) =* <°v(Xc) + ±<.>C(S)JXC - ±djac(Xc)JS 
= (*v + \(°c J - djac ® C))(XC) . 
(e) Above we have already seen that h—- is also homogeneous, and so H^— = H*v = 
0. Using (4) and formulas (22), (23) of [14], (9b) can also easily be deduced. 
(f) Let S be a semispray on M. Then, in view of Prop. 1.38. of [1], 
5 V = hwS =
} hvS - \da
y(S)C = SV- \(Sa
y)C = S-- \acC , 
which completes the proof. • 
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Corollary 1. Suppose that (M, E, V) and (M,E,V) are conformally equivalent 
Ichijyo manifolds; let E = (exp oay)E, a £ C°°(M). Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) The function a is constant, i.e., the conformal change is homothetic. 
(ii) /iV = hv. (iii) Sv = Sy. (iv) r v = ty. 
Proof. The implication (i)=> (ii) is an immediate consequence of (4), while the 
implication (ii)=^ (iii) is evident. If SV = «%•, then we infer from (10) that acC = 0. 
Thus, in particular, 0 = (acC)E = ac(CE) = 2acE, therefore ac = 0. This means 
that a is constant; so the implication (iii)=> (i) is also true. It remains to check that 
the assertions (i) and (iv) are equivalent. - If a £ C°°(M) is constant then ac = 0, 
o o 
and we obtain from (7) that ty- = *v- Conversely, if r=j = £v then tfy = ty, and 
(8) yields the relation ac J = djac ® C. Forming the semibasic trace ([14], p. 134) of 
both sides it follows that 
nac = i$djac , i.e. , nac = ac 
(S is an arbitrary semispray). Since n > 2 (2(b)), we conclude that ac = 0, and 
consequently a is constant. 
Thus the proof is complete. • 
Theorem. Conformally equivalent Ichijyo manifolds have the same partial curva-
tures. 
Proof. Keeping the previous notations, consider the Ichijyo manifolds (M, E, V) 
and(M,E,V) . 
(a) The coincidence of the horizontal curvatures is an immediate consequence of 
(4) and (9b), while it is clear from Lemma 2 that the u-curvatures are also the same. 




v (i)' (ll (6) 
= DX,WDY,Z








v — — da (XC)DYVZV ' = D^hvDyv.Z




= V(Xc,Yc)Zc-dav(Xc) (hc,C(Yc,Zc)] + C(Yc,Zc)\ =V(XC,YC)ZC, 
taking into account that the vector field C(XC, YC) is homogeneous of degree —1. • 
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6. Applications to generalized Berwald manifolds. 
Definitions. (1) An Ichijyo manifold (M, E, V) is said to be a generalized Berwald 
manifold if the horizontal endomorphism /iv is conservative in the sense that dhv E = 
0, i.e. , for any vector field X on TM, (dhvE)(X) = (h?X)E = 0. 
(2) A quadruple (M, E, V, a) is called a Wagner manifold if (M, E, V) is a gene-
ralized Berwald manifold, and a is a smooth function on M satisfying the condition 
Tv(X, Y) = da(X)Y - da(Y)X (X, Y e X(M) , 
where Tv is the classical torsion of the linear connection V. 
Remarks . (1) It can easily be seen that a generalized Berwald manifold reduces to 
a Berwald manifold if V is torsion-free, and the converse is also true. In this case 
the linear connection V is unique. 
(2) The concept of generalized Berwald manifolds is due to V.V. Wagner [13]. 
Their importance for the conformal theory of Finsler manifolds was discovered by 
M. Hashiguchi and Y. Ichijyo ([3], [4]). The definition presented here was motivated 
by Z. I. Szabo's paper [7]. 
Lemma 3. If (M, E, V, a) is a Wagner manifold then 
(11) *v =dav AJ := dav ® J - J <g> dav . 
Proof. See [9], 4.2. 
Proposition 2. Suppose that (M, E, V) and (M, E, V) are conformally equivalent 
Ichijyo manifolds. If(M, E, V) is a generalized Berwald manifold, then (M, E, V) is 
also a generalized Berwald manifold. 
Proof. Let E = ipE, <p = expo<rv, a G C°°(M). Then 
dhJE = dh-(tpE) = <pdh-E + Edh-ip , 




c) = <p(h^Xc)E + E(hwX
c)<p 
(4} <p(Xh*E - hxa)vCE) + E(Xh*<p - hxa)vC<p) 
= -<p(Xcr)vE + EXhv(expoty
v) = -<p(Xa)vE + E<p(Xhvav) 
= ->p(Xa)vE + <p(Xa)vE = 0. 
This means that h^ is also conservative as we claimed. • 
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Corollary 2. Let (M,E,V) and (M,E,V), E = (expoay)E (a € C°°(M)) be 
conformally equivalent Ichijyo manifolds. If (M,E,S7,a) is a Wagner manifold, 
then (M, E, V, a) is also a Wagner manifold with a = a + \a. 
Proof. (M, E, V) is a generalized Berwald manifold by Proposition 2. Since 
t v
 (=} t v + hda
w A J) ( = } dav A J + ^(dav A J) = d(a + ^a)v A J , 
it follows that (M, E, V, a) , a := a + \a is indeed a Wagner manifold. • 
Corollary 3. (Theorem of M. Hashiguchi and Y. Ichijyo.) The necessary and suf-
ficient condition for a Finsler manifold to be conformally equivalent to a Berwald 
manifold is that the Finsler manifold is a Wagner manifold. 
Proof. Let a Finsler manifold (M,E) be given. 
(1) Necessity. Suppose that (M,E, V) is a Berwald manifold conformally equi-
valent to (M,E), namely E = (expoav)E, a G C°°(M). If V := V - \da® id, then 
by corollary 2 (M, E, V, — \a) is a Wagner manifold. 
(2) Sufficiency. Now we assume that (M, E, V,a) is a Wagner manifold. Let 
E := (exp oav)E, a := - 2 a , V = V + \da ® id. Then (M, E, V) is an Ichijyo man-
ifold conformally equivalent to (M,E, V), moreover (M,E,V,a + \a) is a Wagner 
manifold. But a + \a = a — a = 0by the construction, therefore V is torsion-free, 
and so (M,E,V) is a Berwald manifold. • 
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